
AI CODE SUMMARIZER



TEAM CODER 

The AI Code Summarizer, powered by Yi-6B-GGUF, revolutionizes coding 

with real-time completion, bug detection, and documentation. A must-have for developers, 

it boosts efficiency and accuracy in coding.



PROBLEM?
 Challenge:  Developers face difficulties comprehending complex code snippets, impacting 

productivity and team collaboration.

 Problem: Traditional documentation methods are time-consuming and lack contextual relevance, 
hindering efficient code understanding.

 Gap: Existing tools lack seamless integration with popular IDEs, hindering real-time, contextually-
aware code summaries and collaborative features.

 Solution: Develop a Contextual Code Summarizer using advanced language models, aiming to 
enhance code comprehension, streamline collaboration, and improve documentation processes.

 Impact: The proposed solution addresses the persistent challenges in the software development 
landscape, providing a tool that seamlessly integrates with IDEs to boost developer productivity 
and facilitate efficient collaboration.



PROPOSED SOLUTION
1. Advanced Language Models:- Leverage the power of Yi-6B or Yi-34B language models to 
create a robust system for understanding and summarizing code snippets.

2. IDE Integration: Develop front-end interfaces, plugins, or extensions for popular IDEs to 
seamlessly integrate the Contextual Code Summarizer into developers' workflows.

3. Collaboration and Documentation Automation: Implement collaborative coding features 
and automate documentation generation based on contextually relevant code summaries.

4.Smart Code Search: Create a smart code search feature that understands the broader 
context of code usage, allowing users to search based on functionalities rather than just 
keywords.



TECHNOLOGIES WE USED?

1-Standard Library Modules:

 os,

 re , 

 json , ast ,

 tokenize , parse_python3

 Data Processing



OUR TARGET AUDIENCE
 Software Developers: Individual developers seeking a tool to quickly understand and 

summarize code, improving their productivity and comprehension

 Development Teams:

 Collaborative project teams aiming to enhance code collaboration, streamline code 
reviews, and maintain consistent code quality.

 Technical Leads and Architects:

 Leaders responsible for overseeing code quality, ensuring adherence to best practices, 
and optimizing team efficiency.

 Documentation Teams:

 Documentation professionals working on creating and maintaining comprehensive and 
contextually relevant code documentation.

 Open Source Contributors:

 Developers contributing to open source projects, where a tool for efficient code 
understanding is essential for effective collaboration.



WORKFLOW

 User Input:Developers input code snippets into the Contextual Code Summarizer through IDE 

plugins or a web interface.

 Communication with Backend:The frontend communicates with the backend service or API, 

sending the code snippet for processing.

 Language Model Processing:The backend leverages advanced language models (e.g., Yi-6B or 

Yi-34B) to understand the code's context, variables, and functions, generating a contextual 

summary.

 Contextual Summary Generation:The system generates a concise and contextually relevant 

summary of the code snippet, highlighting key functionalities and structures.



WORKFLOW

 Frontend Display:  

 The summarized information is sent back to the frontend and displayed to the user within the IDE 

or web interface.

 IDE Integration (if applicable):If the user is using an IDE plugin, the contextual summary 

seamlessly integrates into the IDE's environment, providing real-time feedback as developers 

write or review code.

 Collaboration Features: Developers can utilize collaboration features to share summarized code 

snippets with team members, facilitating understanding and collaboration.

 Documentation Automation: The system automatically generates documentation snippets based 

on the contextual code summaries, improving overall code documentation.



WORKFLOW

 Smart Code Search:Users can leverage the smart code search feature to find relevant code 

snippets based on functionalities rather than just keywords, enhancing code discovery.

 Code Quality Suggestions:The system provides suggestions for improving code quality based 

on best practices, design patterns, and coding standards embedded in the language models.

 Feedback and Iteration:

Developers can provide feedback on the summaries and suggestions, allowing for continuous improvement of the 

system through iterative updates.



FEATURES
 Code Summarization:  - Generates concise, contextually relevant code summaries.

 Multilingual Support: - Supports various programming languages using Yi-6B or Yi-34B language models.

 IDE Integration: Develops plugins/extensions for popular IDEs for real-time code summaries.

 Collaboration and Documentation:

- Facilitates collaborative coding with shared code summaries.

- Automatically generates documentation snippets based on code context.

 Smart Code Search:

- Enables searching for code based on functionalities, leveraging a 200K context window.

 Code Quality Suggestions:

- Provides real-time suggestions for improving code quality.




